The conservation of DNA sequences over very long periods of evolutionary time. Evidence against intergeneric chromosomal transfer as an explanation for the presence of Escherichia coli tuf gene sequences in taxonomically-unrelated prokaryotes.
In the present study we tried to determine whether the presence of DNA sequences homologous to the Escherichia coli tuf gene (encodes peptide chain elongation factor Tu) in many taxonomically-unrelated prokaryotes is due to selective pressure for these sequences or due to the transfer of chromosomal material subsequent to the divergence of the genera from their progenitors. We found that the degree of sequence homology to the DNA immediately adjacent to the E. coli tuf A gene is either nonexistent or much less than that found for the tuf gene. Furthermore, the tuf-homologous sequences present in one prokaryote were found to be in large part the same as or a subset of those present in others. That is, various prokaryotes share a common subset of tuf-homologous sequences. These findings suggest that strong selective pressure and not recent intergeneric chromosomal transfer is responsible for the ubiquitous presence of certain tuf-homologous sequences. Because the genetic code is degenerate, DNA sequence need not be conserved to conserve protein sequence. Therefore, if the only function of these sequences is to encode protein, their persistence must mean that in some instances codon sequence is selected for.